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Abstract—This paper introduces a global path planning
method for autonomous systems. Global path planning finds
a feasible and collision-free path in an environment in which
various kinds of regions and objects exist. However, the most
planning methods use information such as collision-free space
and obstacles in the environment. Interactions at each region
(e.g., sidewalk and pavement) would be different. In this paper,
we propose a method for global path planning taking semantic
scene context into account. In contrast to conventional path
planning methods which use collision-free and obstacle regions,
the proposed method represents an environment as a cost map.
The cost map is estimated from demonstrated human behaviors
and feature maps derived from semantic scene context. To find
a path on the cost map, we define a path cost and leverage an
optimal rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT*) algorithm. We
evaluate the proposed method regarding accuracy and computational efficiency with two public datasets and our contributed
dataset. Experimental results show that our method successfully
reproduces paths like human behaviors in short computational
time.
Index Terms—path planning, rapidly-exploring random tree,
semantic scene context

I. I NTRODUCTION
Humans have a latent ability to understand their surrounding
environment and to decide upon future actions appropriately
and immediately. For instance, when a pedestrian walks in a
public place, an office, or a house, they take a look around
and understand the location of obstacles and other pedestrians.
We then find a smooth route that will enable them to reach
their destination without encountering collisions. Those human
abilities are much helpful to develop autonomous systems [1],
[2]. In autonomous systems (e.g., human support robots) that
work with their surrounding person cooperatively, it would be
ideal to move without disturbing actions of pedestrians and
avoiding collisions.
Path planning, finding a feasible path in an environment, is a
fundamental problem in robotics. Many planning approaches
have been focused on avoiding collision with obstacles and
on interactions between pedestrians [3]–[7]. These approaches
leverage primitive information existing in an environment.
One is collision-free regions where autonomous systems can
move. The other is obstacle regions such as a wall, table,
and the surrounding pedestrians. However, those regions can
be categorized into several classes based on the semantics.
For instance, in outdoor scenes, collision-free regions includes

Fig. 1. Our approach extends RRT* algorithm. Given (a) a scene and (b)
the semantic scene context, (c) we estimates cost of each location from
demonstrated path. (d) A path is produced by randomly extending tree nodes.
Our method enables us to find a path of behaving like a human by considering
semantic scene context.

sidewalk and pavement. Based on this semantics, pedestrians
move on a sidewalk and avoid walking on pavement, but
they occasionally take a shortcut across a pavement. In indoor
scenes such as an office or a house, there a lot of furniture (e.g.,
table and chair). Although pedestrian naturally walks avoiding
furniture, the actions of autonomous systems obtained by the
above planning methods are different from those of human.
This difference would lead to confusion between human-robot
interactions. Therefore, it would be better for autonomous
systems to behave like a human.
We aim to develop a global path planning method that
finding a path behaving like a human. In this paper, we propose
a global path planning method introducing semantic scene
context in an environment (see Fig. 1). The proposed method
uses feature maps derived from semantic scene context instead
of collision-free and obstacle regions. We estimate a cost map
from the feature maps and observed human behaviors (i.e.,
tracked paths of pedestrians) by feature matching approach.
Based on a cost map, we find a path by using an optimal
rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT*) [8], [9] that guarantees
path optimality.
Our contribution is two-fold. 1) To the best of our knowledge, we first introduce semantic scene context into path plan-

ning problem in robotics. The existing path planning methods
use only collision-free and obstacle regions. Meanwhile, our
approach considers interactions between each scene context. 2)
We contribute a new path planning dataset that collects human
behaviors in an indoor environment. Our dataset consists
of approximately 200 walking paths. Moreover, this dataset
contains the detailed object informations in the scene.
II. R ELATED WORK
Path planning is a widely investigated problem in the
field of robotics and can be further categorized into two
problems. One is local path planning, which finds a collisionfree path by considering dynamic environmental changes or
interactions between the surrounding pedestrians. Social force
model is used as a model-based approach [3]–[5] to consider
interactions among pedestrians. As a learning-based approach,
Chen et al. [6], [7] proposed a planning method by using
reinforcement learning (RL). They model deep reinforcement
learning architecture and learn agent’s policy to interact with
dynamic environmental changes. Thus, these works try to
find a relatively short-distance path when interactions happen,
while our approach deals with long-term paths.
The other is global path planning, which finds long-distance
paths from start to distant goal. Many approaches have been
proposed over several decades such as artificial potential
field (APF) [10], cell decomposition [11], and probabilistic
road map (PRM) [12], [13]. These approaches find merely a
feasible and collision-free path, while our method finds paths
considering semantic scene context.
One of the typical planning approaches is inverse optimal
control (IOC) or inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) framework. IRL estimates a reward function from demonstrated
human behaviors (i.e., expert actions) by feature matching
approach. As features, obstacles and paths of the surrounding
pedestrians are used. In the field of computer vision, Kitani et
al. [14] proposed a path prediction method by IRL framework.
They predict a sequence of actions from stat to the goal
using Markov decision process (MDP) and a static physical
environment. Our method involves problem settings similar
to [14] because they also predict a path from state to goal
in a static scene environment. This method predicts future
locations as a probability distribution, while our method finds
a deterministic path. Moreover, these IRL-based approaches
are applied in relatively small state space because of the high
computational cost. Our RRT*-based method can find a path
in short computational time.
Another approach is rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT)
[15]–[17], which is one of the most popular approaches in path
planning and is widely used because of its lower computational
cost. RRT explores a path from start to the goal by randomly
extending tree nodes. The random sampling regardless of path
optimality and kinematics makes it possible to provide a path
in shorter computational time. An improved RRT algorithm,
RRT* [8], [9], has also been proposed, which mainly focus
on guaranteeing the optimality of explored path. Other improved RRT-based algorithms have also been proposed [18]–

[21]. Pérez-Higueras et al. [22] proposed RRT-based IRL
path planning method (RRT*-IRL). They estimate an optimal
reward function by feature matching approach as with IRLbased method. These RRT-based methods use information
about obstacles and pedestrian locations as feature maps, while
our approaches leverage semantic scene context. Moreover,
in [22], they initially manually modeled reward function and
generate expert’s behaviors by operating robots based on the
reward function. They reproduced the reward function from the
collected behaviors. In contrast, our approach uses observed
human walking path as expert’s behaviors. Therefore, our
approach provides a smoother path.
III. M ETHOD
We formulate the proposed method. As mentioned previously, our path planning method is based on RRT* algorithm.
The basic RRT* explores tree nodes in a scene and finds a
feasible path by using obstacle information. In contrast, our
method defines a cost map taken for passing each state. The
cost map is defined by linear combination with feature maps
derived from semantic scene context and a weight vector.
Accumulated cost on each location over a path is used for the
cost of the path. The proposed method learns an optimal cost
map (i.e., an optimal weight vector) to reproduce observed
human behaviors by feature matching approach. To avoid
confusion, we will refer to the cost at each state in a scene as
state cost and the accumulated cost for a path as path cost.
A. Problem formulation
Let X ∈ R2 be a state space where we find a path. We
define a path x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ) as a sequence of states in
X, and f (x) = (f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fm ) be a feature vector at
x. A regional cost cr at x is defined as
cr (x; w) = wT f (x),

(1)

where w is a weight vector. Given a path x, we define a path
cost cp (x, w) as an accumulation of regional costs at each
state in x as follows:
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=
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The first term represents the cumulative cost at each state over
the path, which represents feasibility of the path, that is, a path
having a lower cost would be easy to move, and that a having
higher cost would be difficult or impossible to move. The
second term is a regularizer for the path length of x, where θ
is a scale parameter. If we only use the first term as the cost of
the path, there is no constraint on the moving distance, and we
could find a detour path (see Section IV). In [22], they define
a similar cost function to our formulation, and a constraint for
path lengths is embedded into the feature vector. However,
such formulation yet generates a detour and unsmoothed path.

We, therefore, added the second term to find a path that keeps
short length while minimizing the accumulated state cost.
Given feature vector and a weight vector, we can find a path
by RRT* algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. Initially, we set
xinit as the root node of T . The random state xrand is sampled
in X (Sample) and the nearest node xnearest of T from xrand
is selected (Nearest). Steer returns a node xnew , which is
decided by extending in the direction of xrand from xnearest
with the length of η. If the path from xnearest to xnew does
not interfere with obstacles Xobs (ObstacleFree), xnew is
added into V . Then, a set of near nodes Xnear is selected
(Near). The radius r to select Xnear is defined as follows:
−1/d

log |V |
,
(3)
r=γ
|V |
where |V | is the number of nodes in T , d is the dimension
of the space, and γ is constant. Then, xnew is connected with
a node xparent which makes the path cost c0 minimum. For
the Cost operation, we compute a path cost from the root
note xinit by using Eq. (2). Furthermore, RRT* extends the
connection from xnew to other nodes in x0 ∈ Xnear \{xparent }
if the cost of the path from xinit to x0 passed through xnew
becomes smaller, which is called as rewire. After N iterations
Algorithm 1 SC-RRT(xinit )
1: V ← {xinit }; E ← ∅;
2: for n = 0 to N do
3:
T ← (V, E);
4:
xrand ← Sample(n);
5:
xnearest ← Nearest(T, xrand );
6:
xnew ← Steer(xnearest , xrand , η);
7:
if ObstacleFree(xnearest , xnew ) then
8:
V ← V ∪ xnew ;
9:
xparent ← xnearest
10:
Xnear ← Near(T, xnew , |V |)
11:
for all xnear ∈ Xnear do
12:
if ObstacleFree(xnear , xnew ) then
13:
c0 ← Cost(xnear ) + cp (xnew , xnear )
14:
if c0 < Cost(xnew ) then
15:
xparent ← xnear
16:
end if
17:
end if
18:
end for
19:
E ← E ∪ {xnearest , xnew };
20:
for all x0 ∈ Xnear \ {xparent } do
21:
if ObstacleFree(xnew , x0 ) and Cost(x0 ) >
0
Cost(x ) + cp (xnew , x0 ) then
22:
E ← E \ {(Parent(x0 ), x0 )}
23:
E ← E ∪ {(xnew , x0 )}
24:
end if
25:
end for
26:
end if
27: end for
28: return T = (V, E);

of RRT* are done, we find a node that makes the path cost
from start to goal and obtains a path by connecting unique
parent nodes to the root node.
B. Learning from demonstrated human behaviors
Given a feature vector and demonstrated human behaviors,
we estimate an optimal weight vector ŵ. For this optimization
problem, we apply feature matching approach, that is, we
update the cost w in which the empirical feature count of
demonstrated paths and the expected feature count of planned
paths with current w are equalized by using an exponentiated
gradient descent. The gradient of path cost function ∇cw is
defined as
∇cw = f¯ − f¯w ,
(4)
where f¯ is the mean empirical feature count and f¯w is the
mean expected feature count. Then, we update the parameters
as
(5)
w ← we−λ∇cw ,
where λ is the learning rate (or step size). We repeat the update
until w converges with the termination criterion of
kwk − wk−1 k = .

(6)

IV. R ESULTS
We evaluate our method from the following points: accuracy of the planned paths, 2) convergence property over the
different number of iterations, and 3) computational time.
A. Datasets
For quantitative evaluation, we used three datasets collecting
pedestrian walking paths.
VIRAT Video Dataset [23]: VIRAT Video Dataset is a
surveillance camera video dataset collected in 11 outdoor
scenes including the locations of any objects (e.g., pedestrians, cars, buildings, and carts). We collected 168 pedestrian
walking paths samples that are available for our experiment.
To estimate semantic scene context from a video frame, we
labeled 180 video frames with the following ten classes:
pavement, sidewalk, curb, building, person, car, grass, tree,
gravel, and fence. These annotated scene labels were used to
train a fully convolutional network (FCN) [24], [25] and the
trained network was used to estimate semantic scene labels of
video frames of the path samples.
Stanford Drone Dataset (SDD) [26]: SDD consists of
large-scale aerial videos taken at Stanford University. A large
number of objects exist in a scene, and SDD has more than
20,000 examples in total. SDD also includes annotations of
object attributes such as pedestrian, car, and bike. Among
them, we select only paths of pedestrians, and approximately
3,000 pedestrian path samples are used for our evaluation. As
semantic scene context, we used a manually annotated semantic scene labels: pavement, sidewalk, grass, tree, building, and
roundabout. We resize the dataset to 1/4 size.
Living Space Path Planning Dataset: For further evaluation, we built a new dataset for path planning. In this dataset,
we collected approximately 200 walking paths in a living

TABLE I
MHD ON EACH DATASET

MDP [14]
RRT* [8]
RRT*-IRL [22]
SC-RRT*
SC-RRT*-L2-0.1
SC-RRT*-L2-0.5
SC-RRT*-L2-1.0
Fig. 2. An example of Living Space Path Planning Dataset. (a) A snapshot
that a pedestrian is walking. (b) Annotated path. Different colors indicate
different pedestrian paths.

space as shown in Fig. 2. Because the area of this room and
the location and size of furniture items such as tables and
chairs are known, we can evaluate the planned results under
the complete observable environment. The dataset is going to
be publicly available.
For the following experimental results, we used 80% of the
data as training samples, and the rest is used for tests.
B. Metrics and Baselines
As an evaluation metrics, we adopted modified Hausdorff
distance (MHD) [27].
We compared our method with the following baselines:
• Markov decision process (MDP) [14]: This approach
outputs a probability distribution as a prediction results
while our method provides a deterministic path. For a fair
evaluation, we estimate a deterministic path by selecting
actions having the highest probability at each state.
• RRT* [8]: For VIRAT Video Dataset and SDD, obstacles
are not given. Therefore, we find paths without any
obstacle regions. For Living Space Path Planning Dataset,
since we built the dataset and various information were
known (e.g., the area of the space and the size and layout
of furniture), we find paths with obstacle regions.
• RRT*-IRL [22]: Instead of feature vectors of obstacles
and pedestrians, we leverage feature vectors derived from
semantic scene context. Moreover, we introduce a feature
vector about a distance to goal as with [22].
• Scene Context-aware RRT* (SC-RRT*): The proposed
method. We denote our model without the regularization
term as SC-RRT*. Our model with regularization term is
denoted as SC-RRT*-L2-θ, where θ is a scale parameter
of the regularization term. SC-RRT* contains a few
hyperparameters, i.e. η, r, and θ. We used a grid search
to select η and r. Because θ affects the performance, we
confirm the performance by changing the value of θ.
C. Planning accuracy
We show the quantitative evaluation with MHDs and examples of results in Table I and Fig. 3, respectively. Results of
RRT*-based methods (i.e., RRT*, SC-RRT*, and SC-RRT*L2-θ) are obtained by 1,000 times iterations. In the results
of MDP, although the results follow the scene context, these

VIRAT
11.413
7.327
16.845
25.220
8.126
7.708
6.176

SDD
19.047
14.119
31.015
34.579
15.825
13.609
13.099

Living Space
30.109
24.676
36.119
33.764
29.402
23.193
24.991

TABLE II
MHD OVER THE DIFFERENT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON
SC-RRT*-L2-1.0

0.5k iterations
1.0k iterations
2.0k iterations

VIRAT
6.344
6.176
6.132

SDD
13.290
13.099
12.981

Living Space
27.142
24.991
22.648

paths are produced by taking a straight line to a certain
location and turn around repeatedly as shown in Fig. 3(a,
e, h). As the mentioned above, obstacles are unknown, and
our method estimates obstacle regions from scene context
and demonstrated paths. Therefore, RRT* provides roughly
straight path on VIRAT and SDD (see Fig. 3(a-f)). In the
Living Room Path Planning Dataset, obstacle regions are
given and RRT* finds paths without collision with furniture.
However, these paths move very close to wall or tables. We
can see that SC-RRT* makes detour paths. Because SC-RRT*
does not consider the length of a path, it randomly chooses
points which have smaller costs. For every dataset, RRT*IRL provides detour paths. These results are similar to our
method without a regularizer for the path length (SC-RRT*).
Although RRT*-IRL includes the distance from goal as a
feature element, the learned weight for this feature is rather
small, and the shortness of the planned path is not ensured.
Our method, SC-RRT*-L2-θ, improves SC-RRT* by adding
regularizer and outperform these methods. And the accuracies
are varied by changing the parameter of the regularizer θ in Eq.
(2). Choosing smaller θ (e.g., θ = 0.1) loses the smoothness of
the path and makes slightly poor while increasing parameter of
the regularizer in Eq. (2), the planning results become better.
D. Convergence property
Table II shows MHDs over the different number of iterations
on Living Space Path Planning Dataset. Examples of the
planned path over the different number of iterations are shown
in Fig. 4. As we can see, even 500 iterations provide the
optimal results, and the later iterations provide only a few
improvements of the cost and path. Therefore, 1,000 iterations
are sufficient to obtain practical results.
E. Computational cost
Because our method is based on a random sampling approach, our approach reaches an optimal solution by iterating
exploration of the tree, but there is a trade-off due to increasing
computational cost. Herein, we show the relationship between

Fig. 3. Examples of the planned paths. From top to bottom row, results on VIRAT Video Dataset (a-c), SDD (d-f), and Living Space Path Planning Dataset
(g-i). As a comparative methods, we also show the results of MDP [14], RRT* [8], RRT*-IRL [22], and SC-RRT*.

Intel Core i5 (3.1 GHz) processor with 16 GB memory.

TABLE III
C OMPUTATIONAL TIME ON EACH DATASET

MDP [14]
RRT* (1.0k iter.) [8]
SC-RRT*-L2-1.0 (0.5k iter.)
SC-RRT*-L2-1.0 (1.0k iter.)
SC-RRT*-L2-1.0 (2.0k iter.)

VIRAT
491.896
5.136
5.512
19.001
74.593

SDD
1,144.605
5.317
7.664
28.358
118.664

Living Space
2,894.500
3.889
8.540
35.344
132.724

the number of iteration and the path optimality. Table III
shows the average computational time to find a path on each
dataset. We can see that the computational time of MDP
approach is much longer than the other methods because the
MDP computes actions, i.e., move direction, at every states
in a scene. The RRT* finds a path in short computational
time, but our method is relatively slower than RRT*. The
reason is that our method computes a path cost derived from
semantic scene context in addition to Euclidean distance. As
shown in Table II, since a planned path almost reaches near
optimal ones by 1,000 iterations, our approach can find a path
in efficient computational time. Currently, our unoptimized
implementation written in Python uses a single thread on an

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a global path planning method
that introduces semantic scene context. The proposed method
estimates a cost map from feature vector generated from
semantic scene context and observed human behaviors. We
find paths on the estimated cost map by RRT*. Because of
the property of RRT*, the optimality of the planned path
are guaranteed. Experimental results demonstrate that our
method outperforms other methods and can work in shorter
computational time.
The proposed method can be further improved from the
following two aspects. The first aspect is finding a path in
a large and high dimensional space. Many path planning
studies were applied to only relatively small environments.
The main problem would be the higher computational cost.
Our method showed computational efficiency, and we believe
that it has the potential to be applied in a large and high
dimensional space. Therefore, extending our method into a
higher dimensional space is one of our future work. The
second aspect is considering dynamic environmental changes

Fig. 4. Results over the different number of iterations. (a-c) The planned path at 500, 1,000, and 2,000. We can see that the number of tree edges increases
by repeating extending procedure and the results slightly improve regarding the both of cost and MHD.

such as moving pedestrians. Our approach finds a path considering the static environment. However, autonomous systems
would operate in a scene where a lot of pedestrians exists,
and it is natural that autonomous systems interact with those
environmental changes. Therefore, extending our method for
dynamical environmental changes is also our future work.
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